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Random number generators are well known for their ubiquitous use in cryptography, statistical sampling, and computer
simulations. In order to establish secure data transfers in cryptographic applications, these number generators need to reliably
produce unpredictable numbers at a high rate. In this paper, by exploiting the metastability of the stressed straintronics (STR)
device, we theoretically propose a proof-of-concept nanomagnetic-based scheme to generate random numbers at very high rates
with low-energy overhead. The dynamic modeling of the device, including the Langevin thermal noise field, is discussed, and the
effect of process variation on the energy barrier and reliability is analyzed. The device is interfaced with CMOS circuitry and
simulated in the 65 nm technology. At 1 V supply level, the system can generate random numbers as fast as 510 MHz. The
entire circuit, including the CMOS peripherals, consumes 12.5 uW at 100 MHz random number generation rate while dissipating
merely 0.125 pJ/bit. By reducing the supply level to 0.5 V, the energy per bit can be reduced further to 19 fJ. Since the STR device
can be placed on the top of the CMOS circuitry, the total area of the design is estimated to be 0.001 mm2.

Index Terms— Energy barrier, entropy, magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ), magnetization, magnetostriction, metastability,
piezoelectricity, random number generator (RNG), strain, straintronics (STR), stress, Villari effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE concept of random number generation is easily
understood from early childhood when we look into our

experience of rolling a die, flipping a coin, or playing cards.
As a matter of fact, if the coin or the die is flawless, a truly
random outcome is expected. This is associated with the
idea of a true random number generator (TRNG). Physical
damage to the coin or the die can make the results more
predictable, leading to a less reliable RNG. In communication
and cryptography, a predictable RNG will expose sensitive
data to the possible attackers. While the randomness of the
output is the most important quality of an RNG, in real
systems, other qualities are also of crucial importance.
For example, if an RNG consumes a significant amount of
energy, takes up a large area, or operates at very low speeds
in order to achieve high randomness, it will not be practical
in many applications. The lack of speed in random number
generation can cause performance issues in Web and mail
servers [1]. As a result, a design for high-speed, area-efficient,
and low-power TRNG has been a focus of both the software
and the hardware research for decades.

RNGs can be implemented using software
algorithms [2]–[4]. While these algorithms usually produce
pseudorandom numbers with many fewer design complications
than hardware-based RNGs, they employ a general processor
for their operation. This makes these software-based
approaches power-hungry and area-inefficient. In addition,
since a general processor is not specifically designed for the
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purpose of random number generation, it will be generating
random numbers at much lower speeds than the RNG
hardware.

Integrated circuits (ICs) are widely used to implement
the RNGs in the hardware. A variety of application-specific
ICs are solely designed for the purpose of true random
number generation [6]–[16] or pseudorandom number genera-
tion [17], [18]. They provide random numbers at much higher
speeds, with much lower power and area overhead compared
with their software-based peers. TRNG ICs use two popular
approaches in order to generate random data: 1) a metastable
structure with a high gain can be used in order to amplify
small noise into random digital binary data [6], [7]. This is
shown in Fig. 1(a), where a back-to-back inverter is reset into
a metastable state. Then, in the next cycle, the RST signal
is removed and the evaluation occurs. Due to the high gain
of the back-to-back loop, one side randomly settles at logic
one, while the other side settles at logic zero. However, due
to mismatch and process variation, a single back-to-back loop
will almost never generate a truly random number; therefore,
calibration is required. Different approaches are proposed for
the calibration. Mathew et al. [6] use a digital calibration
scheme with delay elements and the inverter’s pull-up and
pull-down adjustments in order to achieve randomness, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Another approach is to use a feedback loop
and inject charges to one side of the back-to-back loop in order
to balance out the mismatch effect [7], which is also shown
in Fig. 1(b). Both of these approaches, however, invest a sig-
nificant amount of energy on calibration circuitry, and the core
RNG (the back-to-back loop) ends up consuming a small por-
tion of the total energy and 2) a high-frequency clock can be
combined with a low-frequency jittery clock to generate a ran-
dom sequence, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The slow and fast clock
generators usually consume a great deal of power and occupy
a large area on the chip. Bucci et al. [8] use this approach,
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Fig. 1. (a) Taking the advantage of the metastability of the back-to-back inverter loop to generate the random data. (b) Calibration of the back-to-back
inverter loop using a controller circuitry or charge injection. (c) Use of fast clock and slow jittery clock to generate random numbers.

which consumes 0.23 nJ for each generated random bit.
Petrie and Connelly [9] combine 1) and 2) with discrete-time,
chaos-based systems in order to achieve a better randomness.
However, this makes the system area and energy inefficient,
leading to 1.5 mm2 area and 3.9 nJ/bit energy consumption.

The use of nanomagnets in logic and memory design has
drawn much attention in research laboratories in the past
decades [19]–[22]. These designs exploit the principle of
tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) in order to store a logic
value into a magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ). MTJ consists
of two magnetic layers separated by a tunneling barrier. The
resistance of the MTJ can vary between high and low values
based on the relative orientation of the magnetization vectors
in the two magnetic layers. The conventional MTJ-based
designs switch between high and low states with no metastable
state in between. Therefore, they cannot be viable candidates
for the TRNG design. Recently, the concept of straintronics
has been proposed as an energy efficient means to switch
the state of a magnetic layer using the piezoelectricity
and Villari effect (inverse magnetostriction) [23]–[27].
Practical demonstration of the straintronics principle is under
investigation, and successful switching of the magnetization
has been demonstrated recently [28]–[30]. The principle
of the straintronics states that in the presence of physical
stress, the Straintronics MTJ will settle into a metastable
point, and upon removal of stress, it relaxes back at high-
or low-resistance states. While this metastability can add
to design complexities in the straintronics memory and
logic [25], it can be handy in the design of TRNGs.

In this paper, we exploit the metastable state of the strain-
tronics MTJ [25], [27] in order to build a TRNG. Modeling
of thermal noise and the effect of process variation are
analyzed. We interface our straintronics device (STR) with the
CMOS circuitry and simulate the system for power, speed, and
unpredictability metrics. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II describes the straintronics principle and
the methodology that we used for the TRNG design based
on this principle. Section III describes the modeling of the
dynamic behavior, the effect of thermal noise and process
variation, and the choice of material for the free layer of MTJ.

Fig. 2. (a) Straintronics device. (b) Demonstration of the major and minor
axes and the magnetic energy barrier. (c) Equivalent RC model.

Section IV is dedicated to the cell design. The simulation
results are highlighted in Section V. Finally, the conclusion
is drawn in Section VI.

II. PROPOSAL OF TRNG USING THE

STRAINTRONICS PRINCIPLE

Fig. 2(a) shows the view of the STR. The device is made by
placing a piezoelectric layer (PZT) on the top of an MTJ. The
MTJ consists of two nanomagnets, separated by a tunneling
barrier. The pinned layer has a fixed magnetic orientation
along the +z-axis. The magnetic orientation of the free layer
can switch between the +z-axis (parallel to the pinned layer,
where θ = 0) and the −z-axis (antiparallel to the pinned
layer, where θ = π). The free layer is a magnetostrictive
material. The device takes the advantage of piezoelectricity
and inverse magnetostriction in order to assist flipping of the
magnetization state. The device is a cylindrical ellipse with
the minor and major axes placed on the y–z plane, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). The major axis and minor axis dimensions are
chosen to be a = 110 nm and b = 90 nm, respectively,
providing reliability against process variations (discussed in
Section III). The thickness ratio of the PZT to the free layer
is chosen to be 40/10 nm in order to provide a large plane
interface between the layers to assure perfect transfer of a
strain [23], [24]. In the absence of external forces, the free
layer settles along the major axis due to the magnetic and
shape anisotropies of the free layer [31]. These anisotropies
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Fig. 3. Demonstration of the random final state of the STR using (a) energy
barrier plots and (b) dynamic waveforms.

create an energy barrier, which assumes its maximum along
the minor axis (θ = π/2) and its minimum along the major
axis (θ = 0 or θ = π), as shown in Fig. 2(b). It should be
noted that the second-order effects, such as exchange interac-
tions, take negligible part in the total magnetic energy of the
free layer compared with shape and uniaxial anisotropies [31].
For example, for our STR, in this paper, the exchange energy
between the two magnetic layers contributes to less than 1% of
the total magnetic energy of the device. Therefore, the energy
level of parallel and antiparallel orientations can be assumed
equal.

The resistance of an MTJ, RMTJ, varies based on the relative
magnetization orientation of the free and pinned layers. The
conductance of the MTJ, GMTJ = 1/RMTJ, is given by

GMTJ = 1

2
(G P + GAP) + 1

2
(G P − GAP) cos θ (1)

where G P and GAP are the conductance of the MTJ in the
parallel and antiparallel orientations, respectively (associated
with low and high resistance values of the MTJ, respectively).
The PZT can be modeled as a parallel plate capacitance;
therefore, the electrical model of the STR is a capaci-
tance placed in series with a variable resistance, as shown
in Fig. 2(c).

An applied voltage across the STR creates an electric field,
which leads to a strain in the PZT due to piezoelectricity.
The strain is transferred to the free layer as a physical stress.
Depending on the polarity of the applied voltage, this external
stress will act upon the intrinsic magnetic energy of the device
and will reduce the energy barrier. If the applied voltage is
higher than a critical value, known as the critical flipping
voltage [26], VC , the energy barrier will completely disappear;
and the stress will force the magnetization vector to settle
along the minor axis, as shown in Fig. 3(a). As long as the
stress is acting on the magnet, the magnetization vector will
stay along the minor axis, since this orientation minimizes
the magnetic energy of the device. If the stress is removed

Fig. 4. Algorithm of the proposed TRNG with the control pulses.

abruptly, the device will suddenly enter a metastable state,
since the minor axis is now the magnetic energy maximum.
The thermal noise will now push the magnetization vector
toward the parallel or antiparallel orientations. The dynamic
waveforms of the above steps are shown in Fig. 3(b). The
applied voltage will make the magnetization vector settle along
the minor axis (θ = π/2). Upon removal of the applied pulse,
the magnetization will randomly settle into either a parallel
state or an antiparallel state, leading to a low or high RMTJ,
respectively. This is the basis of our proposed TRNG based on
the straintronics principle. MTJs can demonstrate endurances
up to 1015 [32], and high endurance of the PZT can be
achieved by applying unipolar pulses across the device [33].
Due to the capacitive nature of the PZT, the amount of
leakage current flowing through the MTJ, while applying the
voltage, is within a few nanoamperes; therefore, spin transfer
torque (STT) effects are neglected.

Our proposed algorithm along with its timing information
is shown in Fig. 4. Two pulses, �1 and �2, with the same
frequencies and different phases are used throughout the
process. The pulses are generated in a controller unit using
a clock signal. There are four different phases for generating
a random bit. In the first phase, the �1 pulse is applied across
the device until the magnetization vector of the STR settles
along the minor axis. Then, the applied voltage is removed
abruptly, allowing the magnetization vector to relax back along
the major axis into either a parallel state or an antiparallel
state. Depending on the parallel or antiparallel orientations,
the MTJ will have a high or a low resistance value. Next, in
order to read the final state of the STR, we apply a current
through the MTJ and evaluate the voltage. A high or low
voltage is associated with the logic bits 1 or 0, respectively.
After reading the state, the same procedure for random bit
generation continues to output the next bit.

III. DYNAMIC MODELING

In this section, we will first discuss the microspin model-
ing based on the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) dynamics.
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The effect of thermal noise will be discussed as it is the main
contributor to the random final state of the STR. The effect
of process variation on the energy barrier will be analyzed.
Finally, we will study the speed of random number generation
and the contributing factors into it. By investigating different
material’s flipping delays, we opt to find the proper candidate
to develop a high-speed TRNG.

A. Dynamic Modeling of the Magnetization
Vector’s Behavior

The dynamic behavior of the magnetization vector, �M , is
predicted using the LLG equation [34]

d �M
dt

= −γ0( �M × −−→
Heff) − αγ0

MS

�M × ( �M × −−→
Heff) (2)

where γ0 is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the Gilbert damping
factor, MS is the saturation magnetization, and Heff is the
total magnetic field that is acting on the magnetization vector.
The intrinsic magnetic anisotropies and the external forces,
including the applied stress, contribute to Heff .

The LLG equation can be simplified using the spherical
coordinates with θ being the angle of the free layer’s mag-
netization vector with the z-axis, and ϕ being the angle of
the vector’s x–y plane projection with the x-axis, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). Since the magnetization vector, �M , is always
pointing toward the r̂ direction, there will be only two compo-
nents of

−−→
Heff that act on the magnet: 1) Heff,ϕ and 2) Heff,θ .

We have
dθ

dt
= γ0

1 + α2 (Heff,ϕ + αHeff,θ ) (3a)

dϕ

dt
= γ0

1 + α2

1

sin θ
(αHeff,ϕ − Heff,θ ) (3b)

where the two factors, Heff,ϕ and Heff,θ , will be expressed as

Hϕ = − 1

μ0VMS

1

sin θ

∂ E

∂ϕ
(4a)

Hθ = − 1

μ0VMS

∂ E

∂θ
(4b)

in which, E is the total energy due to intrinsic magnetic
anisotropies and the applied stress and is given by

E = μ0

2
M2

S NshV + Ku V sin2 θ + 3

2
λSσ V sin2 θσ . (5)

The first two terms relate to the shape and uniaxial
anisotropies, respectively, and the third term is due to the
applied stress. Here, μ0 is the magnetic permeability of
vacuum, Nsh is the demagnetization factor, V is the volume of
the free layer, Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy coefficient, λS is
the magnetostriction expansion at saturation, σ is the applied
stress, and θσ is the angle between the magnetization vector
and the minor axis.

Equation (3) is used to predict the magnetization vector’s
behavior under the applied stress at any time and provides the
basis of our STR modeling. The parameters α and MS in the
LLG equation are material dependent and their values vary
based on the magnetostrictive material used for the free layer
of the MTJ.

Fig. 5. Analytical and simulated initial angle due to the Langevin thermal
noise.

B. Effect of Thermal Noise

Once the applied stress is removed abruptly, thermal noise
will force the magnetization vector to rotate toward the parallel
or antiparallel orientations. Therefore, an accurate model that
closely mimics the effect of thermal noise should be incorpo-
rated into the LLG dynamics. This is done by incorporating
the Langevin thermal noise field [35], [36], HN , into (3). The
incorporated field, which closely predicts the thermal noise
behavior, is expressed as [35]

HN,i =
√

2αkT

μ0γ0 Ms V
Xi (t) i = (x, y, z) (6)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the operating temper-
ature, and Xi (t) values are uncorrelated Gaussian distributions
with zero mean and unit variance in three Cartesian directions.

The random noise field leads to fluctuations of the
magnetization vector around the major axis in the absence
of stress. It is demonstrated that these fluctuations have
a Gaussian distribution with standard deviations of
θrms = (kT/μ0VMs Heff)

1/2 [37]. Our simulation data after
the incorporation of thermal noise into the model along with
the expected analytical data are shown in Fig. 5. The accuracy
of the model is confirmed by comparing the two graphs.

C. Effect of Process Variation

Process variation can have a variety of impacts on the STR.
While most of these effects might manipulate the TMR ratio
or the maximum and minimum resistance values of the MTJ,
the major effect that can lead to TRGN failure is the loss
of energy barrier between the parallel and the antiparallel
states, as shown in Fig. 6(a). If the dimensions of the free
layer are chosen closely, such that the energy barrier is small,
then process variation can swap the major and minor axes
of the device, as shown in the figure, making θ = π/2
the preferred orientation of the magnetization vector in the
absence of stress. In this case, applying stress across the STR
will not lead to switching as the PZT will further force the
magnetization vector to stay along the y-axis. In order to pre-
vent this, the major axis and minor axis dimensions (a and b,
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Fig. 6. (a) Effect of process variation: a severe process variation can swap the axis and remove the energy barrier. (b) Failure due to process variation as a
function of axis dimensions. As the device’s dimensions become more circular, the failure rate raises while the energy efficiency increases.

respectively, where: a > b) should be selected to provide a
high-energy barrier. The dimensions are selected based on the
available process variation, which is technology dependent.
The selection of dimensions, however, can affect the energy
barrier of the device. Therefore, an energy-reliability tradeoff
exists when it comes to the device geometry. If a � b,
a higher energy is required for the STR switching, translating
to a higher immunity against process variation failures. The
values of a close to b reduce the energy barrier in expense of a
higher vulnerability to process variations. In Fig. 6(b), failure
is defined as the probability of a < b under a process variation
with a Gaussian distribution, where stdv = 5%, which is a
conservative assumption in a 65 nm process technology [38].
As demonstrated in the figure, the selected dimensions,
a = 110 nm and b = 90 nm, provide enough immunity
against process variation, leading to less than 2 ×10−4 failure
probability.

D. TRNG Performance and the Choice
of Magnetostrictive Material

Three different delays contribute to the timing diagram in
Fig. 4 and dominate the speed of the TRNG.

1) tv : The time required for the magnetization vector to
rotate and settle along the minor axis. This delay is
material and voltage dependent, as shown in Fig. 7,
where we simulated the flipping delay of five different
materials as a function of the applied voltage. Due to the
parameters in (2), various materials demonstrate differ-
ent delays. Metglas and Cobalt show slower responses,
while Galfenol and Terfenol-D are the faster candidates,
mainly due to their higher magnetostriction coefficient.
However, it should be noted that a higher applied voltage
can contribute to more oscillations of the magnetization
vector while settling along the minor axis [26]; therefore,
it is not always helpful to increase the voltage level to
get a faster response.

2) tr : The time required for the magnetization vector to
relax along the major axis after the pulse is removed.

Fig. 7. Settling time as a function of the applied voltage amplitude for
different materials.

There is no voltage dependence here, and tr is solely
material dependent. The values of tr for different mate-
rials are enumerated in Table I, where Galfenol is
observed to relax back toward the major axis much
faster than the other materials owing to its higher shape
anisotropy energy.

3) tI : The time required to reach a steady voltage on the top
of the MTJ when the current is flown through the device.
This is a function of the resistance of the MTJ and the
capacitance of the readline, which mainly consists of the
PZT capacitance. Therefore, tI does not mainly depend
on the magnetostrictive material.

As a result of the above discussions, Galfenol is chosen as
the primary choice of the magnetostrictive material due to its
fast response to the applied voltage and its quick relaxation
time. This assures a fast pace for the random bit generation
in our proposed TRNG.

IV. TRNG CELL DESIGN

CMOS circuitry can be used in order to generate the
required control signals in Fig. 4 and to assist with reading
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TABLE I

SETTLING AND RELAXATION TIME FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS

Fig. 8. Proposed schematic of the TRNG bitcell. RH and RL are the
high- and low-resistance states in the antiparallel and parallel orientations,
respectively (RH = 1/GAP and RL = 1/G P ).

the state of the MTJ. The proposed cell design that generates
one random bit per clock cycle is shown in Fig. 8. The
signals Vcont, �1, and �2 are generated from a clock using a
delay block. The STR is a three-port device [27], as shown
in the figure, where the top plate voltage, Vcont, is used to
apply a high voltage across the device and push the STR into
the metastable state. The side port is solely used for reading
the MTJ resistance and is inactive when Vcont is pushing the
cell into metastability. Upon removal of Vcont, the device will
settle randomly either into a parallel state or into an antiparallel
state. Then, the current that is generated in voltage-controlled
current sources (VCCSs) will flowthrough the MTJ in the
�2 phase. Then, the comparator will determine the state of
the STR by comparing it to the reference cell. The comparator
uses a digital latched topology [39], and the differential pair
is oversized to alleviate the offset due to mismatch [40]. Our
analysis based on the Pelgrom law [40] predicts more than
95% success when the comparator is subject to mismatch due
to process variations. Here, success is associated with the cases
where the comparator’s offset due to mismatch is below the
voltage difference between the STR and the reference cell
in Fig. 8, leading to comparator’s successful comparison.

The VCCS current level is maintained within a few
microamperes for two purposes: 1) to keep the read energy low
by restricting the total current driven from the VCCS over the
entire read operation and 2) to assure that no STT effect will
happen [41]. The STT effect can cause an unwanted change in
the state of the MTJ (read disturb). The reference cell is made
with the MTJs that are pinned into the parallel and antiparallel
states; therefore, the equivalent reference resistance will be
[(RH + RL)/2].

Fig. 9. Demonstration of the random final conductance state of the MTJ
when a rail of pulses is applied across the device.

Fig. 10. Entropy of the TRNG bitcell as a function of the clock period.

Fig. 9 shows the random conductance generation (high or
low) using the proposed bitcell. When the voltage Vcont goes
high, the magnetization vector rests on the minor axis, where
θ = (2i + 1)π/2. This means the MTJ conductance will settle
to its middle value. Upon resetting Vcont, θ will settle along
2iπ or (2i +1)π , leading to a low or high conductance value.
For clarity, the final conductance level is also shown in the
figure.

The highest rate at which the bitcell can generate random
numbers is dictated by tv , tr , and tI . This sets a minimum
value on the clock period. If the period is shortened further,
the magnetization vector of the free layer under stress will
not have enough time to settle along the minor axis (shortage
of tv ). Therefore, random number generation will not be
guaranteed at very small clock period values, since the system
will not settle into the metastable state. This dependence of
the randomness on the clock period is shown in Fig. 10,
where the entropy, H , of the random number generation is
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TABLE II

COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED TRNG WITH THE WORKS IN THE LITERATURE

Fig. 11. Total power of the TRNG as a function of VDD; the power includes
the CMOS peripherals.

defined as

H = −p(1) × log2 p(1) − p(0) × log2 p(0) (7)

where p(0) and p(1) are the probabilities of observing
logic 0 and 1. As a result, the clock periods below 2 ns can
cause low entropy values and are avoided.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The RNG cell, introduced in Section IV, demonstrates high
performance while retaining low values of energy and power
dissipation. It is necessary to mention that the leakage power
through the STR will be low as well due to the capacitive
nature of the PZT. Therefore, the main source of leakage will
be the CMOS control circuitry. At 1 V supply level, the circuit
can generate random bits at speeds up to 510 MHz. The entire
circuit, including the CMOS peripherals, dissipates 12.5 uW
total power at 100 MHz throughput rate. At this rate, the
system consumes 125 fJ/bit for random bit generation which
is approximately 23× lower than the state-of-the-art CMOS
RNG [6].

The total power of the system as a function of VDD is shown
in Fig. 11. By reducing the power supply to 0.5 V (near-
threshold operation for the CMOS), the total power reduces to

TABLE III

NIST RANDOMNESS TEST ON 100 kb OF THE PROPOSED STR TRNG

merely 1.9 uW, corresponding to 19 fJ/bit. Significant power
savings are achieved by reducing the supply voltage since
that would push the VCCSs into the subthreshold operation
regime. The latter can make the system the optimum candidate
for energy-limited low-voltage applications. A comparison
between the straintronics TRNG and the state-of-the-art TRNG
hardware in terms of speed, energy efficiency, and area is
provided in Table II. Major energy savings are accomplished
due to the inherent energy efficiency of the STR devices.

In order to test the reliability of the generated random
numbers, the straintronics TRNG was tested using the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)standard plat-
form, and the results are reported in Table III. The proposed
TRNG passes the performed NIST tests (meant for high secu-
rity cryptographic systems), indicating the true randomness of
the generated data.

VI. CONCLUSION

We exploited the metastability feature of the straintronics
device in order to design an energy-efficient TRNG that merely
dissipated 125 fJ per bit at the 1 V supply level. The system
can generate random numbers as fast as 510 MHz. The TRNG
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can operate at the near-threshold regime while dissipating
19 fJ per bit at the 0.5 V supply level. Due to the high
energy efficiency and high performance, the straintronics-
based TRNG can be the optimal candidate for both the high-
speed and energy-limited applications.
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